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This is a copy of a letter sent to the Editor of The Economist by UKSA member Nick Stevens
 
Dear Sir,
 
You list (“The rich and the rest”, 22/1/11) examples of “rigged institutions” which you argue obstruct 
the meritocratic determination of income inequalities. Surprisingly you omit the problem of the ever 
rising disparity between top executive and other pay. JK Galbraith famously argued that this disparity 
was caused by the CEO’s salary being “not a market award for achievement” but “in the nature of a 
warm personal gesture by the individual to himself.”
 
You may argue that this rising disparity is due “to a global market offering far bigger returns to those 
at the top of their game”. But the game is not one that society should tolerate. Between a third and 
a half of executive pay comes from long term incentive schemes and share options. The rewards 
from these schemes can be jacked up 30% or more by a company consolidating and buying back its 
shares but not its share schemes. The jacking up is the result of share manipulation, not personal 
achievement. Moreover the effects of the manipulation can be cumulative. One man’s jacking up 
through global market competition can become another’s salary.
 
Companies claim this is only done to maintain scheme values. But maintaining value ought to mean 
making only a neutral adjustment leaving scheme holders no better or worse off after a share 
consolidation, bonus issue or a shareholder capital return. This neutral system of adjustment is 
supposed to be HMRC’s criterion for the conduct of tax approved share schemes. In practice HMRC does 
not require schemes to be adjusted after a capital variation; it only requires the adjusted schemes to 
meet its criterion. HMG were asked why they did not insist on HMRC’s criterion being followed in all 
cases of capital variation. They did not answer the question but suggested that if companies failed to 
do this, their shareholders could insist on it. (See http://www.roseacregardens.co.uk/page17.html )
 
Institutional shareholders have shown no interest. The Association of British Insurers (ABI) 
publicly argued (See their letter published in Investors Chronicle 23/1/04) that the Mitchell 
& Butlers (M&B) enhancements to its share schemes (now estimated at 34~ 44% (See http://
www.roseacregardens.co.uk/page7.html) were only ‘modest’; by implication not justifying a change in 
their guidelines for share schemes.
 
Private shareholders have the problem of proving that companies who say they are just maintaining 
share scheme values, often with HMRC blessing, are in fact making sly enhancements. The relevant 
UK authorities offer no help. HMRC won’t answer hypothetical questions about its criterion and is 
reluctant to discuss such matters to anybody who is not the company or the tax paying beneficiary. 
(See email exchange with HMRC at http:// www.roseacregardens.co.uk/page15.html ) The 
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) believed the M&B case “was not a normal commercial 
occurrence and was unlikely to have widespread significance”, despite the recurring corporate share 
consolidations and buybacks. They therefore saw no need to ensure that such enhancements were 
shown in company accounts as a cost. (See IFRS 2-5 November 2006).
 
The FSA listing authority was asked to rule on whether the terms and conditions of British Energy 
(BE) warrants (traded share options) had neutral adjustment provisions. The company had declared 
this was its intention, but its conditions allowed M&B type enhancing adjustments. After four months 
deliberation, the authority thought it ‘inappropriate’ to give any opinion.
 
These authorities, ABI, HMG, HMRC, IASB, and the FSA now surely match your description of ‘rigged 
institutions’. If so, we are in much bigger trouble over the widening disparities of income than your 
complacent article makes out.
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